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ABSTRACT 

 Syattariyah (Syaththariyyah) manuscript is one of Syeh Abdurrauf Assingkeli's works. 

He was welIknown to be an Ulama of mystic sect of Islam (Ulama sufi) and a leader of 

Tarekat Syattariyah in the Nusantara. The Tarekat Syattariyah was one of the name 

of available 161 tarekats. The name of this tarekat was relevant to the name of its first 

leader, Syeh Abdullah Syattari (Syaththari), a leader of mystic sect of Islam from India who 

had died in 1428. 

 

 In this work are presented the relevance between the doctrine of mystic and the straightest, 

truest tarekat, and between Tarekat Syattariyah and syariat (Islamic Law). The purpose of this 

discussion is to give a way-out of different views in understanding Syattariyah. One view said 

that the doctrine of Syattariyah had deviated from Islamic Law, while another said that it was 

still on its guidelines. 

 

 For further presentation, the last chapter talks about a chapter of analysis of function. The 

meaning of function in this discussion is as what the writer meant in his work: What the writer's 

purpose in making such work and what the function of sections in the whole texts are. Such 

function consists of structural, main, and subfunction. In the continued discussion another 

term of subfunction is called general function; main function, special function. This thesis is 

expected to give a useful contribution for spiritual foundation. 
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A. Introduction 



1. Background 

In the 16th and 17th centuries, we knew some Ulama of Sufi in Aceh who 

gave his great ideas for Islamic spreading and Malay Literature. They are Hamzah 

Fansuri, Syamsudin Assamatrani, Nuruddin Arraniri, and Abdurrauf Assingkeli. 

The last stated person wrote some books, such as; Terjemahan Baidhawi’s Tafsir 

into Malay, Daqa,iqu ‘I-Huruf ‘Umdatu ‘l-Muhtajin ila Suluk Maslaki ‘I-

Mufradin, Mir’atu ‘tTullab, At-Tariqatu ‘sy-Syattariyah, Bayan Tajalli Hidayatu 

‘l-Balighah (Peunoh Daly I Siti Baroroh Baried, 1985:297; Liaw Yock Fang, 1975: 

197-198). Those works are believed to enrich inventory of religious knowledge 

and Malay’s Literature.  

The works of Syeh Abdurrauf titled Syattariyah as taken as an object of this 

research. Syattariah was written by Syeh Abdurrauf based on suggestion of Queen 

Shafiyyatu d-Din who ruled Aceh in 1641-1675. Beside that, The Queen also asked 

him to guide her to do tarekat and tasafuf belief. The participation of Queen 

Shafiyyatu d-Din, in Tarekat Syattariyah especially and in tasafuf generally, could 

strengthen the position of  belief brought by Syeh Abdurrauf. 

In this discussion, the term of Syattariyah is seen from two point of views; 

the first, Syattariyah as a name of tarekat sect; and the second, Syattariyah as the 

title of a script. As the name of tarekat sect, it is frequently discussed, but 

Syattariyah as the title of the script until now has not been many in discussion. It 

may be caused by two causes. The first, the limitation of the researcher compared 

to the existing Malay’s scripts so that many scripts have not been researched yet. 

The second, tarekat Syattariyah is often claimed as a sect that is out of Islamic 

belief (Snouck Hurgronje, 1894: 17-18; Schrieke, 1973; 24-27) so that it is 

predicted that there is a reluctance of the researchers to discuss it. In other side, 

there some people said that the content of this tarekat is not out of the border of the 

Islamic belief. 

 

2. Problem 

About the truth of tarekat Syattariyah, if it is viewed from syariat (Islamic 

rules), it mostly got great attention from the observers. Some of them said that it is 

out of the syariat, but the others said that it is not out of rule of Islam. Ulama who 

said that it is not out of syariat considered two things. The first, they (the ulama) 



are from this tarekat so their point of view is subjective. The second, ulama who 

said it is out of Islamic rules see it by differing between the tarekat belief and its 

followers, with the assumption that the belief is still considered as true belief (not 

out of Islamic belief) but the followers are considered that they have been 

influenced by other religion’s rules. 

According to those arguments above, it is necessary to discuss script of 

Sattariyah with the hope that this discussion of the content of the script will be 

useful for building spiritual aspect. 

 

3. Formulation of the Problem 

Main problem faced in this discussion are: 

a. How far is the truth of tarekat Syattariyah viewed from syariat? 

b. What is the function contained in the script and the belief of tarekat 

Syattariyah?  

 

4. Underlying Theory   

Every works needs analysis methods according to the character and its 

structure (Teeuw, 1984: 36). Among a literature work to others, there are 

differences of structure. So that, kind of literature is not a strict system, but it 

changes continually and elastically (id.: 112-113). Therefore, researchers of 

literature should follow the changes in their research (id.)  

Kind of literature is an eye of chain that connects individual literature work 

to its literature world (Scholes, 1977: 128). Kind of literature shows specific 

variety according to the underlying convention. The kinds of literature are poem, 

drama, and prose (Literature Faculty UGM, 1982: 83). Satra Kitab (literature 

book) is included in prose as Abrams stated that prose is a literature work that does 

not use pattern of rhyme (id.: 183). 

At the beginning, those who called Kitab as a literature variety are 

Hooykaas, Emeis, and Brakel (id.: 149-150). A. Majid Ibrahim, in his preface in 

republishing of Abdurrauf’s works, more clearly stated that the works are Islamic 

works. They are religious kitab grouped in kesusasteraan kitab ((literature book) 

id.: 150)). Structure of sastra kitab has specific characteristic. The structure here 



means narration structure of  sastra kitab, as the structure of text presentation (id.: 

152-153) that covers manggala or introduction, content, and closing. 

Philology does a research of characteristics of literature texts in order to 

know how the texts are functioned in the society. Philology in here is philology in 

general (Luxemburg, 1984: 2). Studying literature’s characteristics systematically 

will help us to understand the texts. The literature’s characteristics are specific 

ones contained in every kinds of literature related to their functions in the society. 

Among the definitions of function, there are some suitable definitions for 

this discussion e.g. Ekadjati, Braginsky, and Horatius. According to Ekadjati, 

function is what the writer wants to go in his/her writing. It is about what the writer 

means in writing the text and what the functions of the text are in whole 

(1980/1981: 21). 

Braginsky in his research of Malay’s works underlined three circles of 

function, i.e. function circle of esthetic; function circle of usage; and function circle 

of soul perfection (Imran Teuku Abdullah, 1988: 76). Horatius stated that duty and 

function of poetries are to give benefit and entertainment or utile et dulce (Teeuw, 

1984: 183-184). Teeuw had a question about which one of them must be the 

priority, utile or dulce. Until now it has not been known explicitly about 

Indonesian traditional point of view of function of literature, but implicitly it is 

known that moral aspect is more in priority than esthetic aspect.  

Based on the explanation above, functional analysis in this research can be 

formulated as; 

a. function in structural relationship 

b. general function (function of benefit) 

c. specific function (function of soul perfection) 

 

B. Biography of Syeh Abbdurauf and the Content of Tarekat Syattariyah Belief 

1. Biography of Syeh Abbdurauf  

The biography of Syeh Abbdurauf  can be known from some sources e.g. in 

his own writing titled Umdatu l-Muhtajin ila Suluk Maslaki l-Mufradin in the 

summary. It can also be known from the dissertation of Rinkes titled Abdoerraoef 

van Singkel (Liaw Yock Fang, 1975: 198). 



 Abbdurauf (1615-1693) (Hasan Shadily, 1980: 55) was known by people 

as famous Ulama, Sufi, and writer. He studied in some Arab countries especially in 

Mecca and Yemen for 19 years (id.: 56). He studied to some experts such as 15 

teachers, 27 famous Ulama, and 15 well-known Sufi (Snouck Hurgronje, 1894: 

16). 

One of his teachers is Syeh Shafiuddin Ahmad Ad-Dajjani Al Qusyasyi 

who lived in 1583-1660 (Hawash Abdullah, 1980: 49-50).  He accepted baiat of 

Syattariyah from Al-Qusyasyi and Khirqah of it, a sign that he had graduated in 

doing Tarekat’s rituals through suluk discussion. The sign is a white selendang (a 

kind of long cloth) given by his teacher (id.: 50), it means that he had been able to 

give baiat to others in order to accept Tarekat Syattariyah beliefs. 

Another name (alias) of Abbdurrauf Assingkeli is Abbdurrauf bin Ali Al-

Fansuri (Haash Abdullah, 1980: 49-50). This name made many questions from 

some people because the additional names of “Fansuri” behind his name seemed 

that there is a relative relationship with Haman Fansuri (Snock Hurgronje, 1894: 

19). The addition of the name might show the region of Abdurrauf, usually called 

Assingkeli (from Singkel) changed into Fabsuri (from Fansur). Both places are 

located in Aceh (Siti Baroroh Baried, 1985: 297). 

Syeh Abdurrauf was passed away in 1693 and buried in Kuala Aceh. Until 

now his grave is frequently visited by many people (Hasan Shadily, 1980: 56). 

Then he is called famously of Tengku in Kuala (Winstedt, 1969: 177) or Syeh in 

Kuala. Now the name is adopted as the name of University in Banda Aceh, 

University of Syah Kuala, to respect him. 

 

2. The Content of Tarekat Syattariyah Belief 

The discussion of the belief of Tarekat Syattariyah detailed here will be 

limited about the belief contained in Syattatilt (Istadiyantha, 1989: 65-73).  

Queen Shafiyyatu d-Din begged to Syeh Abbdurrauf in order to be guided 

to do Sufi’s belief. This order was fulfilled after Syeh Abdurrauf did Sholat 

Istikharah in order to be given Allah’s guidance in doing the belief (pages 2-3). 

According to Sattariyah, the relationship between God and nature is that at 

the beginning this nature was created by Allah by Nur Muhammad. Before 

something created by Allah, he was in Allah’s hand (Ilmu Allah) named A’yan 



Tsabitah (page 4). He is shadow of  Dzat Allah (page 5). After that A’yan Tsabitah 

changed into A’yan Khrijiyah (a fact that God is out there), so A’yan Khrijiyah is 

shadow for Something whose shadow; and he was God only (page 5). 

The detail of the explanation above can be explained through examples 

below. First, when someone sees his/her self in the mirror; in the mirror, the right 

side is actually a reflection of the left side, vise versa (id.: 5). And when someone 

faces some mirrors, so in those mirrors it looks there are some people there, in fact 

those people are just reflections of one person (page 5). The second, the 

relationship between hand and the move of hands, actually, the move of hands is 

not hands but it is hand itself (pages 5-6). The third, about someone named Zaid 

whose knowledge of Arabic letters.  Before someone writes a letter on the board, 

the letter is fixed (tsabit) in the knowledge (page 6). The knowledge stands on its 

dzat and erased in its one (id.). In fact, Arabic letters is not the essential of the Zaid 

(Even though the letters are exsisted in the knowledge): in which the letters are still 

letters and Zaid is still Zaid. According to Fa l-kullu Huwa l-Haqq principle, it 

means that the existence of everything is actually the manifestation of Allah the 

Great (id.). 

In the text, it is stated about the procedure and format of zikir (pages 8-9). 

The ritual of zikir for the followers of Tarekat Syattariyah is divided into three 

stages, i.e. mubtadi, mutawasitah, and muntahi (page 10). Mubtadi means the 

beginning stage; mutawasitah means middle stage; and muntahi means the last 

stage. Especially for the last stage, in the text it is discussed in details. It is 

explained that this stage can be reached by someone who is able to collect two 

makfirat, i.e. makfirat tanziyyah and makfirat tasybiyyah (page 15). Makfirat 

tanziyyah is an iktikad that Allah can not be compared by others. In this makfirat, 

everything is seen from the view of batiniah/hakikat (heart/the essential) (pages 

15-16. And makfirat tasybiyyah means knowing and indicating that Allah sees and 

hears everything (the most in seeing and hearing everything). In this makfirat, 

something is seen from the view of lahiriyah (physic) (page 15). 

In the end of the text of Syattariyah, it is stated that the silsilah (structural 

trees) of  Syattariyah and Qadiriyah (pages 18-20). Syeh Abdullah Syattari as the 

founder of Tarekat Syattariyah in the list as the 15th pioneer (page 18). And Syeh 

Abdul Qadir Al-Jailani stated is stated in the 16th position of Tarekat Qadiriyah 



(page 20).  The Script was copied completely on Ahad (Sunday) in Dhuha 

(Afternoon), without month and year stated, from Muhammad Sa’id (a teacher of 

script copier) (page 20).  

 

C. The Relationship Between Syariat and Tarekat Syattariyah 

 Before we explain about the relationship between syariat and tarekat 

Syattariyah, it is necessary to know better about the meaning of syariat and tarekat. 

Ulama mutaakhirin (famous ulama, after 3rd century of Hijriah) said that a 

term of syariat is the same as fikih law (Hasan Shadily, 1984: 3.405), i.e. the law 

determined by Allah for Moslems based on Al-Quran, Hadis, Ijma’ and Kias’ (Hasbi 

Ash-Shiddieqy, 1980: 31-35). The law was set in details related to ritual, moral 

principles, life principles and also law of something allowed to do in order to know the 

wrong and the truth (Abul A’la Maududi, 1970: 142). 

Etymologically, tarekat comes from Arabic term of “Tariqatun” that means 

“way or mazab’ (Al-Yasu’i, 1956: 465) or “method” (Gibb and Kramersa, 1953: 573). 

Beside tarekat meant as a system or guidance in doing religious ritual to have ridha 

(permit) of Allah with the guidance of a teacher/guru/mursyid whose relative 

relationship to the Prophet of Muhammad (Barmawie Umarie, 1961: 116; Abubakar 

Aceh: 1985: 67). Ritual experiences in tarekat knowledge focuses more on batiniah 

(spiritual aspect) than lahiriah (physic aspect) through doing a lot of zikir (remember) 

to Allah. Therefore, tarekat is a method of technical application to reach the essentials 

of tauhid in haqqul yakin (LIMTI, 1989: 59). 

For the next discussion, it is about the relationship between syariat and tarekat 

Syattariyah. In this case, we will have limitation on three things, i.e; 

 

1. Review of beliefs of tarekat Syattariyah according to Syariat point of view 

Basically, tarekat Syattariyah teaches about methods of zikir rituals (pages 

8-15). In Al-Quran, there are more verses explaining about zikir than verses 

explaining about sholat, zakat and so on. It shows that the performance of zikir (in 

general) has an important position compared to other religious rituals. The 

performance of zikir in tarekat Syattariyah done by jahar (producing voice or 

orally) and sirri/khafi (in the heart or silently). The reading zikir orally is usual 

ritual and every Moslems knows the basic guidance. While, for zikir performance 



in the heart or silently it is not wellknown by Moslem generally, and it is based on 

Allah’s words: “Do zikir with your heart in noble and fear, zikir is not stated orally 

(Q.S. Al A’raf 205). And based on Hadis Nabi told by Baihaqi as follow; Zikir that 

are not heard by Angel of Hafazhah is better than zikir done orally with the 

comparison of one compared seventy (Ads-dzikru l-ladzi la tasma’u hu l-Hafazhatu 

yazidu ‘ala dzi-dzikri ‘-ladzi tasma’u hu l-Hafazhatu bi sab’ina dhi’fa) (LIMTI, 

1985: 45). 

 

2. Review of teachers (ulama) of tarekat Syattariyah according to Syariat point of 

view 

Dalil (basic reason) that strengthens the roles of teacher or ulama can be 

explained as follow; 

a. Maa laa Syaikhum Mursyidun lahu fa Mursyidu hu ‘sy-syaithaan means 

“Whoever does not have teacher in Mursyid degree, so he/she is guided by 

Satan.”(Abu Yazid Al-Busthami in LIMTI, 1985: 112). 

b. Hadis Nabi: Kum ma’s’ I-Laah fa in lam takun ma’a ‘I-Laah fa kun ma’a man 

ma’a ‘I-Laah fa innahu yuushiluka ilaa ‘I-Laah means “You should always be 

with Allah, if you could not do it, be with someone who is close to Allah, he 

will guide you to the Allah’s way. (LIMTI, 1985: 33). 

c. Al-Quran: “Whoever is mislead by Allah, he/she will not get ‘Waliyyam 

Mursyida (spiritual guide).” (Q.S. Al-Kahfi 17). 

d. Al-Quran: “Hi people who believed in God, obey truly to Allah and find ‘Al-

Wasilah’ (Channel functioned as guidance, not media), be serious in that way 

wishing you to be successful” (Q.S. Al-Maidah 35). 

 

3. Review of tarekat Syattariyah according to Syariat point of view 

The goals of zikir in tarekat Syattariyah is to reach insan kamil degree 

(page 13-15), i.e. a level of perfection (the level according to human perception). 

This level can be reached by someone if he/she can have two makfirat, i.e. makfirat 

tanziyyah and makfirat tasybiyyah, (understanding deeply about something 

physically and spiritually). It base on Allah’s words in Al-Quran in Al-Hadid verse 

11: “Allah is The Most First Dzat and The Most Last, The Most in Physic and The 

Most in Spiritual” (page 17). 



 

D. Analysis of Functions 

In the discussion before, it was stated that the analysis of function that will be 

explained here contains three aspects; i.e. function in structural relationship, general 

function, and specific function. For the details, it can be explained as follow; 

 

1. Function in Structural Relationship 

Based on the specific characteristic in literature of kitab (book), we know 

that the structure contained in it is different in varieties of literature in general. The 

meaning of structure here is narration structure, i.e. presentation structure that is 

one of the structural elements in whole, also including linguistic elements (Faculty 

of Literature of Gajah Mada University, 1982: 152). Nevertheless, this paper will 

not discuss the aspects related to linguistic elements. In the text presentation 

structure in the literature of kitab, it can be similar to the presentation structure in 

the fiction literature works that are plot or scheme of story (id.: 152). Plot is a 

presentation structure (Wellek and Warren, 1956: 216). Plot is built from smaller 

elements (id.: 217) or they are structural elements (Holman, 1972: 513). The 

meaning of structure as meant in the explanation above can be seen in the text of 

Syattariyah that in its parts includes I. Introduction; II. The Content; and III. The 

Closing (Istadiyantha, 1989: 89-100). For details, check the scheme below! 

 

I. Introduction, it includes: 

A1:  a. The reading of Basmallah 

 b. The reading of Hamdallah, dignifying to God.  

 c. The reading of Sholawat to The Prophet. 

All of them are written in Arabic and each of the sentences is followed by the 

translation in Malay.   

B1:  The word ‘Amma ba’du’ translated for ‘after that’. The word is fixed 

expression to close the opening reading.  

C1:  a. The background of the writing of the script that stated that the writing 

was based on Queen Shafiyyatu d-Din’s order. 

 b. Explanation about the background of Queen Shafiyyatu d-Din’s religious 

history, it explains that; 



1) She kept the syariat from Mohammad the Prophet S.A.W.. 

2) She was great, fair and kind Queen. 

3) The Queen Shafiyyatu d-Din’s order to the writer (Syeh Abdurrauf) 

was that she wanted to have life in Sufi’s way under his guidance.  

 c. Explanation of the text language. 

 d. The beg to God for the Queen done by the writer by doing sholat 

istikharah and praying. 

 

II. The Content, it includes; 

A2:  a. Details of the process of nature’s making, the essential of nature, and the 

essential of God. 

 b. Details of the four martabat (degrees) of tauhid, i.e.: Ulluhiyyah, Af’al, 

Sifat, and Dzat.  

B2:  Details of zikir, including; 

a. Zikir Huwa ‘I-Laah and Allaah Huwa 

b. The requirements of zikir 

c. The procedures of zikir 

d. The origin of zikir  

e. The relationship between zikir and makrifat Tanzih and Tasybih  

C2:  The Relative Scheme of tarekat Syattariyah and Qadiryah 

 

III. The Closing, it includes; 

A3:  a.  the word “Tammat” followed by adverb of time when the script was 

finished to write.  

b. hopes from the writer for the book in order to the readers can apply the 

contents by the guidance from someone who is taking the way to heaven. 

c. details about the origin of the script that are had by the copier. 

 

The scheme of the narration structure can be figure out as follow: 

I       II III             . 

A1(a-b-c) – B1 – C1(a-b1, 2, 3-c-d)  A2(a-b) – B2(a-b-c-d-e) – C2 A3 (a-b-c) 

 

The codes follow the description before (note: colophon located outside the structure).  



In the narration structure above, it seems that the part of introduction is 

functioned as the strengthener of the text content, in which stated that the writing of 

the text was done because of the order of Queen Shafiyyatu d-Din as the great and kind 

ruler and keeping the syariat from Mohammad the Prophet S.A.W.. she wanted to 

apply Sufi’s beliefs under the guidance of Syeh Abdurrauf; the order was fulfilled after 

he did sholat istikharah and prayed.  

Furthermore, the order of the content seems to have similarities to the 

procedures of the order used in the procedures of tarekat education in general.  This 

part can be simplified into three subs; i.e.: The first, it is functioned as the information 

related to the discussion of God; the second, it is the ritual procedures of zikir; and the 

third, it is the result gained after doing zikir. The explanation of makrifat and the 

relative scheme of tarekat are presented in aside; it is suited to tarekat education 

procedures, i.e. makrifat and the relative scheme of tarekat are usually gained by a 

student after receiving explanation about tauhid and zikir performance with tests by 

using methods of suluk/riyadhah/mujahadah. 

The closing presents about the word of tammat, hopes from writer for the script 

in order to the readers can apply the belief (zikir); and the origin of the scripts. In the 

end of the text of Syattariyah, there is details outside the script structure, i.e. colophon.  

According to the procedures of problems presented in the text, it can be broken 

down as follow: 

 

INTRODUCTION THE CONTENT 

The 

Students 

apply 

The 

Teachers  

accept* 

The 

Teachers  

explain 

The Students  

do 

The Students  

graduate, reach 

makrifat  

and know  

the tarekat relative  

scheme 

*) Teachers do sholat istikharah before accepting the students 

THE CLOSING  Colophone 

Located outside the structure Tammat Dakwah   

 

2. General Function  



Before continuing to the next discussion, we firstly discuss about kinds of 

ritual motivations and its relationship to the functions that will be discussed 

further. Imam Yahya An-Nawawi divided good amal (behavior) into three (Ali 

Usman, 1976: 261): 

 

a. Amal of slaves, i.e. amal done because it is forced by fear of God, it is 

analogized as the relation between slave and his/her employer. 

b. Amal of businessmen, i.e. amal done because forced to get benefit/profit or 

because have specific reward. 

c. Amal of free men, i.e. amal done because there is a consciousness to do the 

obligation, loyalty, and thanking to God. 

  

In this discussion the relation of those amal above to the general function 

and specific function can be figured out as follow; 

 

a. Amal of slaves 
General Function 

b. Amal of businessmen 

c. Amal of free men Specific Function 

 

In the table, we can see that number 1 and t shows general function and 

number 3 specific general. Some notes contained in the text of Syattariyah shows 

the existing general function as follow; 

a. “ Doing Zikir Laa ilaaha illaaI-laah and Allah huwa have benefit on them 

(page 8)” 

b. “If you do zikir ahlu I-Laah in the quite place until it passes through the heart, 

it is actually loved and enjoyable (page 12).” 

c. “If zikir is done when you are sitting or walking or when you are going to 

sleep, there is big benefit in doing it. (page 12)” 

 

The notes states that the result of the zikir has big benefit, but it is not stated 

explicitly. Basically, the general function here is a benefit taking of a religious 

ritual for physical aspect that is still limited in Islam, e.g. in medicine, mystic, and 



so on (There are medicine and mystic that are suited to syariat Islam but there are 

also some that can not be accepted in syariat (see Istadiyantha, 1989: 111-117).  

 

3. Specific Function  

In the text of Syattariyah there is an explanation that the specific goal of 

this tarekat is to reach makrifat to God (page 15-17). For reaching this degree, 

someone must pass some levels of syariat, tarekat and hakikat. We have discussed 

about the meaning of syariat and tarekat before, and to complete the discussion we 

will present the meaning of hakikat and makrifat. 

Hakikat comes from Arabic of “haqqiiqatun” meant “truth”, this word can 

be related to the word of “haqq” that is also meant “truth”. Al-Haqq means ‘God’; 

so hakikat is meant as the truth related to the God. Besides, Ibnu Arabi said that 

actually hakikat of everything maujud is one which is located in reality (jauhar) 

and God’s Dzat. If it is viewed from God’s dzat, it can be said that that is the truth, 

but if it is viewed from the name and its characters, there are some possibilities, i.e. 

creature and nature (Abubakar Aceh, 1984: 67). Therefore, hakikat is an absolute 

truth in physic and spiritual (Istandiyantha, 1988: 11). 

Makrifat comes from Arabic word of “ma’rifatun” meant “knowledge 

introduction”. In tasafuf, makrifat is meant as the “introduction of the greatness of 

God trough spiritual comprehension by seriously doing religious ritual (in sabar 

(patient) and ikhlas (no hope for any reward))”. Some meanings of makrifat are 

jnanasandhi meant “secret of knowledge” (Sri Mulyono, 1983: 62), and gnosis 

meant “knowledge of spirit (batin/gaib) or tasafuf.” 

According to Al-Gazali, makrifat is divided into two (Abubakar Aceh, 

1984: 69-70; Al-Taftzani, 1985: 174-175): 

 

a. Ilmu Adna, it is knowledge got by reading or studying (physical knowledge 

through education), so the truth must be obtained by scientific proofing.  

b. Ilmu Laduni, it is knowledge about the secret of God’s Greatness obtained 

spiritually based on Allah’s gifts only. 

 



The second meaning of makrifat explained above is similar to the meaning 

of makrifat in the text of Syattariyah. Dalil in Al-Quran and Hadis that are suitable 

to the meaning of Ilmu Ladunni/makrifat are as follow: 

 

a. Al-Quran Surah Al Kahfi: 65: “So, he (Prophet of Moses) met Our messenger 

(Prophet of Khidzir) i.e. a messenger of Our messenger who had had rahmat 

and knowledge (Ilmu Ladunni, writer) form Our side”. In that Prophet of 

Khidzir was able to see in distance (something that will happen, clairvoyance).  

b. Hadis of Abu Abdirrahman Assalam from Abu Hurairah: “Actually Ilmu 

Ladduni is a secret knowledge (tightly closed), it is not easy to understand 

except by people who have makrifat to Allah. If there are people talking about 

it, they are tricked that are far from God, so it is difficult to understand. 

Therefore, do not disregard people who have this knowledge; because God 

does not disregard them, it is proven that He gave them the knowledge to them 

(Al-Gazali in Ismail Yakub, 1979: 97-98). 

 

E. Text of Syattariyah and The Meaning of Makrifat 

In the text of Syattariyah, it is stated that there are three meanings of ma’rifat 

as follow: 

1. Makrifat Tanziyyah, it is makrifat knowledge got by observing/studying everything 

from the spiritual/hakikat views. People who have makrifat think that Allah can not 

be compared to anything. It is based on Al-Quran Surah Asy-Syura: 11. 

 

2. Makrifat Tasybiyyah, it is makrifat got by learning everything from physical views. 

In this makrifat, they think that Allah has characters for The Great Listener and 

The Great Watcher (Q.S. Asy-Syura: 11). 

 

3. The combination of Makrifat Tanziyyah and Tasybiyyah, i.e. makrifat gained by 

Sufis by learning everything from physical and spiritual views. This makrifat is 

claimed as the most perfect by Sufis; it is because of Allah’s words that “He (The 

Most Powerful) covered everything in physic and spirit (Q.S. Al-Hadid: 3). This 

argument is supported by Syeh Abu S’id Al-Harazi that “Hakikat of God can be 

known through the guidance from two contrary things” (page 18). 



 

Based on the details above, we can know that the specific function of the text 

of Syattariyah is to give explanation to the reader about tauhid and makrifat. 

 

F. Summary/ Closing 

Script of Syattariyah is one of the works of Syeh Abdurrauf Assingkeli (1615-

1693) that can be categorized into sastra kitab (literature of kitab). The script was 

written by Abdurrauf based on the suggestion from Queen Shafiyyatu d-Din who ruled 

in Aceh about 1641-1675. The Queen asked Syeh Abdurrauf to guide them in doing 

tasafuf. The appearance of Queen Shaffiyatu d-Din in the writing of the script and 

tasafuf that he brought can strengthen the position of Syeh Abdurrauf in the aspect of 

the acceptance of the tasafuf’s belief in society.  

Talking about Syattariyah’s beliefs, there are some people claim that the belief 

is out of syariat and some other said that this sect is not out of Islamic syariat. Based 

on the anaphases of the text of Syattariyah, it can be known that this tarekat belief is 

still being be able to acceptable according to the syariat. 

Function analysis in this discussion consists of three things, i.e. function in the 

structure of relationship, general function and specific function. In the text, it seems 

that among a part and others are related each other and arranged systematically, except 

in the colophon that is located outside the structure. General function discusses of 

religious ritual aspect on physical view, while specific function discusses of religious 

ritual aspect on spiritual aspect. 
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